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Abstract. In this paper we present ParaMT, a bilingual/multilingual
paraphraser to be applied in machine translation. We select paraphrases of
support verb constructions and use the NooJ linguistic environment to formalize
and generate translation equivalences through the use of dictionary and local
grammars with syntactic and semantic content. Our research shows that
linguistic paraphrasal knowledge constitutes a key element in conversion of
source language into controlled language text that presents more successful
translation results.
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1 Introduction
The benefits of paraphrasal knowledge to Natural Language Processing have been
quantified in areas such as summarization [1]-[3], question-answering [4]-[5],
information extraction [6], and machine translation [7]-[8], among others. Recent
ACL workshops dedicated exclusively to paraphrasing reveal the growth in this field
of knowledge. However, most published works describe statistics-based approaches
to gather paraphrases. Statistical methods to acquire paraphrases are based on word
co-occurrences and word combinations and have little or no linguistic knowledge.
They also apply algorithms to corpora that may be inadequate or insufficient.
In this paper, we claim that effective results from linguistically based research on
paraphrases can save substantial effort and resources employed by statistically based
machine translation systems, by providing the opportunity to improve linguistic
precision as a means to drive machine translation, rather than statistics. We argue that
science in general is founded on direct analytical observation and believe that good
quality machine translation relies on intimate language knowledge, not on
probabilistic calculations. We have taken one important linguistic phenomenon, a
particular type of phrase, a support verb construction, and built a body of lexical,
syntactic and semantic knowledge around this phrasal type. Then, we applied this
knowledge to a bilingual/multilingual paraphraser, which we intend to integrate in
machine translation systems. Our hypothesis was that linguistic knowledge applied to
a machine translation system would improve its output quality. We verified that
support verb constructions is an area where statistics tend to “trap” systems. If

statistical systems are not sensitive to these constructions, the consequence may be
misleading translations. We argue that our linguistic system provides a statistical
system with special training data that could correct this problem.

2 Support Verb Constructions
Support verb constructions are predicate noun constructions (noun + arguments)
where the main verb has a weak semantic value, such as in make a promise.
Semantically weak verbs are called support verbs in Lexicon-Grammar theory, but
they are also known as light verbs [9]-[10]. Support verb constructions are multiword
expressions that, within the area of corpus linguistics, have been subcategorized as
collocation phenomena [11]-[14]. The term “collocation” is generally used to define
words or terms that ‘go together’ with a precise meaning. Most works on collocations
consist mainly in identifying collocations within a corpus, with the goal of including
them in extended dictionaries. Even though it is widely known and used, collocation
is a ‘sort of’ statistical related term (co-location means positioning side by side or
close together) that is too broad for linguistic analysis. We look at collocations as
multi-layered linguistic phenomena which, in our opinion, must be identified and
studied individually, as proposed in [15]. We consider that the more we know about
multiword expressions, the more sophisticated their descriptions are in the electronic
dictionaries or the more accurately they are formalized in computer grammars, the
better the quality of machine translation output and of natural languages applications
in general.
Identifying source language multiword expressions such as support verb
constructions is not a trivial task, but it is the starting point for paraphrasal
knowledge, as it is for translation. As early as 1988, as demonstrated inter alia by
[16]-[18], the suggestion of conceptually separating monolingual paraphrasing from
translation in machine translation has been put forward by the insertion of a “style
transfer” module which selects the “best or chosen translation” from multiple
“possible” translations. The idea of dynamically invoking monolingual grammars to
perform translation of multiword expressions was raised by developers on the
working prototype built by the IBM-INESC Scientific Group back in the late eighties
[ibidem]. Our approach uses monolingual grammars for the identification of support
verb constructions and bilingual/multilingual grammars for translation and
bilingual/multilingual paraphrasing. We can use paraphrasing in a monolingual text as
a pre-editing procedure for controlled language writing and generate and translate
paraphrases allowing their insertion directly in machine translation. We will load the
paraphraser with Portuguese to English data and use the NooJ linguistic environment
[19] to formalize and translate support verb constructions through finite-state
transducers (local grammars) for bilingual/multilingual purposes. The theoretical
framework behind this study is the Lexicon-Grammar [20]-[21], which stands on the
principles of the transformational grammar of Harris, [22]-[23]. According to the
Lexicon-Grammar, simple sentences (predicate and its arguments), also known as
elementary sentences, and not the individual words, represent basic syntacticsemantic units. Natural language processing systems, particularly machine translation

systems that take into account these linguistic units yield more opportunities for
success.

3 Machine Translation Problem Evidence
Our experience with machine translation confirms that currently the results are far
from perfect [24]. Translation results extracted from METRA [25], and described in
[26] prove that machine translation engines are unsuccessful particularly at handling
the translation of support verb constructions. A literal and unnatural translation is
provided by most machines. For example, the English support verb construction make
a decision is translated into Portuguese as fazer uma decisão instead of tomar uma
decisão or even as the strong verb decidir, which represent its optimal paraphrase.
This inaccuracy means that the English support verb make is directly translated into
the Portuguese support verb fazer (default translation), instead of being recognized as
part of the support verb construction which embeds semantic meaning as a whole.
We have tried to replace some support verb constructions with lexical verbs and
verified that overall machine translation engines showed significantly better results.
For example, machine translation engines are unanimous in choosing the Portuguese
verb decidir as the correct translation for the English verb decide. This pre-editing, or
more precisely controlled language writing by paraphrasing, improves translation
results and makes output sentences more comprehensible overall. This proves that, if
we consider pre-editing of the input sentences where support verb constructions
occur, changing each instance into a lexical verb, we are not changing the meaning of
the source sentence and we are giving the machine translation engine a distinctly
better chance of improving the output result, by filtering out some noise, i.e., the
weak verb. The support verb construction make a decision is a stylistic alternative to
the verb decide, where neither the support verb make nor the determiner a add any
meaning to the expression. In fact, in support verb constructions, the support verb is
often void of meaning. Trying to translate them brings additional difficulties to
machine translation systems, which is unnecessary until/unless they become more
sophisticated. Our idea is to have several possibilities and not limit the system to only
one possibility, as long as the system translates with precision. However, we believe
that it is pointless to challenge one limited system with structures that we know a
priori this system cannot translate well. For equivalent paraphrasing, the support verb
must be recognized as part of a support verb construction which must be considered
as a single semantic unit. The default assumption of all machine translation systems
which cannot discern whether a word, in this case a support verb, adds semantic
meaning to a phrase, is to assign equal semantic value to each word individually,
unless, otherwise instructed. The system fails by incorrectly assigning semantic value
to a support verb, resulting in a loss in equivalence of the output sentence. This is the
problem of direct translation.
In sum, empirical evidence shows that application of linguistic knowledge to
proper handling of support verb constructions by machine translation systems or NLP
applications is effective. We believe that our methodology leads to attainable
paraphrasing translation solutions. This paper demonstrates that we can create an

instrument of some utility to the research community. We chose support verb
constructions because they have been extensively studied from both theoretical and
practical perspectives, in several different languages, by many authors, over a
considerable period. They are fairly systematic, and therefore quite suitable for
formalization and integration with machine approaches. Support verb constructions
are abundant in language and their formalization is generally essential for machine
translation. Lastly, they often represent paraphrases. For example, the English support
verb construction [pay a visit to NP] is a phrasal alternative to the transitive
construction [visit NP]. Both expressions have equivalent meaning and can be
translated in the same way into Portuguese, [visitar NP].

4 ParaMT Resources and Methodology
In any language processing application, the linguistic resources represent the
foundation. High-quality linguistic descriptions lead to sophisticated resources that
help improve systems. In machine translation especially, the linguistic resources are
the driving force that boosts the translation process. Our paraphrasing system is based
on Port4NooJ, the open source NooJ Portuguese linguistic module, which integrates a
bilingual extension for Portuguese-English machine translation. Port4NooJ is
developed on two original sources: NooJ linguistic environment and OpenLogos
lexical resources. The module and the linguistic resources are described thoroughly in
[27] and available online in [28] and [29]. The elements that we want to emphasize
here are the ones directly concerned with processing of support verb constructions.
Accordingly, each dictionary entry includes, beyond the commonly used part-ofspeech and inflectional paradigm, a description of the syntactic and semantic
attributes (SymSem), as well as the associated distributional and transformational
properties, such as predicate arguments, information about which determiners and
prepositions occur with predicate nouns in “less variable” expressions, and
derivational descriptions. Derivation is a very important issue, because it has
implications not only at the lexical level, but also at the syntactic level. Derivational
suffixes often apply to words of one syntactic category and change them into words of
another syntactic category, while semantically they maintain their integrity. For
example, the affix –ção changes the verb adaptar (to adapt) into the noun adaptação
(adaptation) and the affix -mente changes the adjective rápido (quick) into the adverb
rapidamente (quickly). This is extremely important for support verb constructions
because it permits the establishment of equivalence grammars that map (i) support
verb constructions such as fazer uma adaptação (de) (to make an adaptation (of)) to
the verb adaptar (to adapt), where the predicate noun adaptação (adaptation) has a
semantic and morpho-syntactic relationship with the verb adaptar (to adapt) or (ii)
support verb constructions such as ter um final rápido (to have a quick ending) to the
verbal expression terminar rapidamente (to end quickly), where the autonomous
predicate noun final (ending) has a semantic relationship with the verb terminar (to
end), and the adverb rapidamente (quickly) has a semantic and morpho-syntactic
relationship with the adjective rápido (quick). Thus, our verb entries contain the
identification of derivational paradigms for nominalizations (annotation NDRV) and a

link to the derived noun’s support verbs (annotation NVSUP), as in Fig. 1 below.
Nominalizations are followed by their inflectional paradigm properties. Any other
lexical constraints, such as prepositions, determiners, specific arguments, etc., will be
added. Autonomous predicate nouns (non-nominalizations), such as favor (favor) are
lexicalized and classified with the annotation Npred and have associated with them
support verb and other lexical constraints, such as a preposition (NPrep), and a lexical
verb (VRB) with the same semantics. We have also classified predicated adjectives
and established the link between them and the corresponding verbs (ADRV), such as
between the verb adoçar (to sweeten) and the adjective doce (sweet). We have started
the assignment of corresponding support verbs (copula verbs) to these adjectives.
adaptar,V+FLX=FALAR+Aux=1+INOP57+Subset132+EN=adapt+VSUP=fazer +DRV=NDRV00:CANÇÃO +NPrep=de
favor,N+FLX=MAR+Npred+AB+state+EN=favor+VSUP=fazer+NPrep=a+VRB=ajudar
rápido,A+FLX=RÁPIDO+PV+eagerType+EN=quick+DRV=AVDRV06:RAPIDAMENTE
adoçar,V+FLX=COMEÇAR+Aux=1+OBJTRundif75+Subset604+EN=sweeten+DRV=ADRV11:VERDE+VSUP=tornar

Fig. 1. Sample of the dictionary

According to these linguistic constraints, we have created relationship properties at
the dictionary level and then apply those properties in local grammars in order to
recognize support verb constructions in corpora and generate them for applications
such as controlled language writing and machine translation. In section 5, we describe
how we use these resources to recognize and generate paraphrases automatically.
Our strategy to formalize idiomatic expressions and distinguish them from
expressions with a more complex syntactic behavior is to lexicalize them. Therefore,
semi-frozen support verb constructions, where the support verb is the only variable
word in the whole expression, are lexicalized in the dictionary of multiword
expressions. For example, in dar a mão à palmatória (to acknowledge being wrong)
or fazer vista grossa (to ignore), the support verbs dar (to give) and fazer (to make)
are assigned an inflectional paradigm and the rest of the words in the expression
remain invariable. As our electronic dictionaries provide enhanced meaning of single
words, including contextual significance and increasingly more valuable tagging data,
we also intend to enlarge and refine the role of a bilingual dictionary to include entries
for multiword expressions that consider the understanding and analysis of each type
of multiword expression, by beginning with support verb constructions and their
paraphrases. The ability to give the machine translation user multilingual
paraphrasing ability constitutes an important step towards achieving better quality
machine translation.

5 Paraphrases for Machine Translation
As we have mentioned above, in order to obtain monolingual paraphrases or to
translate support verb constructions from Portuguese to English using NooJ, we
combine the properties formalized in the Portuguese dictionary with local grammars.
Local grammars are ways of formalizing language constructs using input and output
symbols, i.e., they are language descriptions in the form of graphs containing an input
entry (with linguistic information) and an output entry (with linguistic constraints to

the output, or simply the binary information of the recognized or not recognized
sequence). In NooJ, these local grammars are represented by finite-state transducers,
and are widely applied to texts/corpora, for identification and analysis of local
linguistic phenomena of a natural language, extraction of named entities from texts,
recognition and tagging of words, or multiword expressions, identification of
syntactic constituents such as noun phrases and completives, extraction of semantic
relations, and disambiguation. Among these possible applications, we extended local
grammars to recognize, paraphrase and translate support verb constructions, creating
ParaMT, a bilingual/multilingual automatic paraphraser. In order to establish relations
of equivalent morpho-syntactic predicates in the same language (Portuguese) or
between two languages (particularly between Portuguese and English), we use the
dictionary properties. Since we have classified all predicate nouns in the dictionary as
[NPred], we can now use this lexical information in a syntactic grammar to identify
the predicate in a support verb construction and apply this grammar in corpora. Fig. 2
represents a simple local grammar used to recognize and generate support verb
constructions and transform them into their verbal paraphrases.

Fig. 2. Grammar to recognize and paraphrase support verb constructions

This grammar matches verbs, which are marked in the dictionary as support verbs that
are followed by a left modifier (determiner, adjective or adverb or other quantifiers), a
predicate noun and optionally a preposition. The elements in parentheses ( ) are stored
in variables V, N or PREP. If a dictionary entry has a lexical constraint, such as
NPrep=a in the phrase [dar um grande abraço a] (to give a big hug to], the support
verb construction will be recognized by the grammar and mapped to the verb abraçar
(to hug), the lemma of the noun specified in the variable $N_. The elements in bold
<$V_=$N$VSUP>, and $PREP_=$N$NPrep> represent lexical constraints that are
displayed in the output, such as specification of the support verb or the preposition
that belongs to a specific support verb construction. The predicate noun is identified,
mapped to its deriver and displayed as a verb, the other elements of the phrase are
eliminated. Fig. 3 shows a concordance where Portuguese support verb constructions
are recognized and paraphrased as lexical strong verbs.

Fig. 3. Recognition and monolingual paraphrasing of support verb constructions
(Support verb construction / corresponding verb)

ParaMT makes possible the recognition of Portuguese support verb constructions in a
text and their automatic conversion into an English verb (bilingual paraphrasing), as
in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Recognition and bilingual paraphrasing of support verb constructions
(Portuguese support verb construction / corresponding English verb)

6 Preliminary Quantitative Evaluation
Currently, our bilingual Portuguese-English general dictionary comprises about
60,000 entries distributed by 30,000 nouns, 11,000 verbs, 2,800 adjectives, 4,700
adverbs, and 11,500 other part of speech entries. The dictionary of proper names
comprehends about 6,000 entries. Our multiword expression dictionary comprehends
about 40,000 entries, 20,000 nominal; 10,000 verbal; 5,000 adjectival and 5,000
adverbial multiword expressions. We have over 8,000 derivational links between
verbs and nominalizations and about 1,000 derivational links between verbs and
predicate adjectives. A few general multiword expression grammars cover over 5,000
expressions of several other types. We have not yet evaluated the coverage of the
multiword expressions dictionary and grammars in corpora, but we have some
preliminary results for the evaluation of support verb constructions. In order to obtain
these results, we selected from COMPARA [30], a parallel corpus of EnglishPortuguese fiction, all sentences where the infinitive form of the Portuguese verbs
fazer (to do), dar (to give), pôr (to put), tomar (to take) and ter (to have) occurred
with a noun or with a left modifier and a noun. First, we manually classified these
combinations as to whether they corresponded to support verb constructions or not.
We confirmed that these verbs occur very frequently in a support verb construction.
89% of the occurrences of dar, 88% of tomar, 77% of pôr, 47% of fazer and 20% of
ter were in a support verb construction. This means that globally in 64.2% of the
times, these verbs are used as support verbs, that corresponds to nearly 2/3 of the
occurrences.

Subsequently we selected randomly a sub-corpus with 500 sentences (100 for each
selected verb), containing instances of only support verb constructions. We classified
them manually and compared these results with the results obtained automatically.
We tried to have constraining recognition rules so that paraphrasing would be more
precise. Currently, we can recognize 62.6% of the support verb constructions with
high scores in precision. Furthermore, we not only recognize the support verb
constructions, as we also paraphrase them with high degree of success. Fig. 5 shows
the results of the support verb construction recognition (precision and recall) and the
results (precision) of our automatic paraphraser.

Pôr
Tomar
Ter
Dar
Fazer
Average

SVC Recognition
Precision
73/73 - 100%
75/75 - 100%
65/65 - 100%
57/60 - 95%
43/45 – 95.5%
62.6/63.6 - 98.4%

SVC Recognition
Recall
73/100 – 73%
75/100 – 75%
65/100 – 65%
57/100 – 57%
43/100 – 43%
62.6/100 - 62.6%

SVC Paraphrasing
Precision
72/73 - 98.6%
68/73 - 93.1%
59/65 - 90.7%
46/51 - 90.1%
40/45 - 88.8%
57/61 - 93.4%

Fig. 5. Evaluation of simultaneous recognition and paraphrasing of support verb
constructions

7 Conclusions
In this paper we have tried to answer the question of whether paraphrase information
can improve machine translation output and how the analysis and formalization of
paraphrases can contribute to the larger task of machine translation. We have
addressed linguistic analysis and computational formalization of bilingual short
paraphrases for support verb constructions using NooJ linguistic environment We
have demonstrated the scope of the phenomenon as a basis for a machine translation
multiword expression dictionary, which can be used both in machine translation
development or machine translation evaluation and in the extension of the scope in
current dictionary functionality.
The discovery process has provided results in two areas. First, it has led to the
creation of a primitive multiword expression electronic dictionary that addresses
monolingual Portuguese and bilingual Portuguese-English paraphrases of equivalent
meaning between support verb constructions and their noun counterparts. Second, it
has helped to further specify the definition of multiword expressions. The interface
between user and software that is presented is not finished yet, but once the sub-task
is well-understood this interface can be simplified and, hopefully, will be usable and
as easily integrated into the larger task of machine translation, as the single word
electronic dictionary that has already been integrated.
Our work based on support verb constructions illustrates what can be done with
ParaMT for any kind of multiword expression. The method is repeatable.
Furthermore, the tool is extensible to cover larger and more complex linguistic
phenomena, including sentence level paraphrases that can be used for controlled

language writing or translation. While this research is intended to find a place in ideal
machine translation, it can be used as an electronic multiword dictionary. From a
monolingual point of view, it is useful to simplify pre-translated source text
(rendering the text less complex, less flowery, etc.). Converting support/weak verbs
into lexical strong verbs helps to simplify and reduce the number of words in a text
which has a positive impact on translation cost, in circumstances where word count or
“white space” is sensitive. From a bilingual point of view, it helps reduce ambiguity
and verbosity. It can be used as an on-line linguistic aid for translators so they can
determine the best translation (evaluation purposes), and for automated machine
translation evaluation. This knowledge is useful to machine translation development,
because it permits deeper understanding of source text, and it provides a successful
methodology to analyze paraphrasing, given that paraphrasal intelligence is crucial in
both machine translation development and machine translation evaluation.
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